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ABSTRACT
XMMU J134736.6+173403 is an X-ray source discovered serendipitously by XMM-
Newton which was found to be spatially coincident with a pair of galaxies, including
a Seyfert 2 galaxy, but presented in 2003 a very sharp persistent flux drop of a factor
6.5 within 1 h. From the analysis of a set of 29 Swift observations conducted from the
6 February to the 23 May 2008, we discovered twin-peak quasi-periodic oscillations
(QPOs) with periods of 23.82±0.07 h and 71.44±0.57 h. Using a Chandra observation
of 2008, we evaluate more accurately the position of the X-ray source and show that
the new source coordinates coincide with the position of the Seyfert 2 galaxy. We
provide a detailed spectral energy distribution of the AGN counterpart using multi-
wavelength observations. The AGN is radio-loud and the broadband SED modelling
indicates a black hole with a mass of 9.8 × 106M, that accretes at an Eddington
ratio of 0.047. QPOs for active galaxies have been reported so far in only few cases,
the most reliable one being from RE J1034+396 for which a 1 h periodicity has been
discovered analysing a 91 ks XMM-Newton observation. Twin peak QPOs with an
observed frequency ratio of 3:1 have not been reported so far for any AGN. From
resonance models of the epicyclic frequencies we evaluate the different possible mass-
spin relations. It’s still not clear what could have been the origin of the high flux and
sharp drop only observed in 2003.
Key words: Galaxies: Seyfert – X-rays: galaxies – Accretion, accretion disks – Black
hole physics – Methods: data analysis – Techniques: photometric
1 INTRODUCTION
Quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) are found in all kind of
accreting systems that include white dwarfs, neutron stars or
black holes (e.g. Warner et al. 2003; van der Klis 2006). It is
commonly accepted that QPOs come from the inner region
of the accretion disk, in the vicinity of the compact object.
Active galaxies are believed to be scaled-up version of galac-
tic black holes (GBH). The presence of quasi-periodic oscil-
lations (QPOs) in Seyfert galaxies was already addressed by
Vaughan & Uttley (2005), since they possess the same noise
power spectra as galactic black holes but with lower frequen-
cies, scaling inversely with the mass of the black hole (Remil-
lard & McClintock 2006). QPOs in GBHs are divided into
2 groups, low-frequency QPOs (LF QPOs), with frequen-
cies from few mHz to 30 Hz and the high frequency QPOs
(HF QPOs) with frequencies above 100 Hz. LF QPOs with
f ∼ 1Hz in a GBH with a typical mass of ∼10M, would be
translated for a Seyfert galaxy to fLFQPO ∼10−5(MBH/106
? E-mail:scarpano@mpe.mpg.de
M)−1 Hz, i.e at time scales >100 ks (Vaughan & Uttley
2005) and are therefore difficult to be detected with obser-
vatories like XMM-Newton or Chandra which have short
exposures. For HF QPOs time scales are shorter, above 400
s (Vaughan & Uttley 2005).
A few years later, Gierlin´ski et al. (2008) reported for
the first time the discovery of a robust 1hr QPO of a Seyfert
1 galaxy, RE J1034+396, located at z=0.042, using 91 ks
XMM-Newton observation. Its black hole mass has not yet
been constrained and, depending on the method used, it
should lie between 106 and 107 M (Czerny et al. 2016). An-
other, more recent, possible detection of a QPO in a AGN
was reported by Pan et al. (2016), for another Seyfert 1
galaxy, 1H 0707-495 located at z=0.04, with a mass esti-
mated by the authors of 5.2×106 M, also using a long 100
ks XMM-Newton observation. For both systems the QPOs
were not found in all available XMM-Newton observations
but only in some of them suggesting that these periodic mod-
ulations are transient, and may have a dependence on the
spectral state (Alston et al. 2014).
XMMU J134736.6+173403 is an X-ray source discov-
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Figure 1. RGB image from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS),
where red colour is associated with the R band, green colour with
the G band and blue colour with the U band. The circle is centred
on the position of the X-ray source determined by Chandra data
with a radius of 3′′.
ered serendipitously by XMM-Newton which is spatially co-
incident with a pair of galaxies (Carpano et al. 2008), both
located at redshift z=0.045. The authors reported in an
XMM-Newton observation from 2003 a very sharp flux drop
by a factor 6.5 within 1 h, followed by a persistent low-flux
state. This is difficult to be attributed to any AGN activity.
In this paper we analyse Chandra and Swift observations
that were performed following the publication of the source
discovery and the more recent XMM-Newton observations.
The article is organised as follows. In paragraph 2, we
describe the Chandra, Swift and XMM-Newton observations
and detail the analysis of the X-ray data and QPO search.
We then build the spectral energy distribution (SED) and
show the results in paragraph 3. In the next section we dis-
cuss the black hole mass and the mass-spin relation. Con-
clusions are ending the paper.
2 ANALYSIS OF THE CHANDRA, SWIFT
AND XMM-NEWTON OBSERVATIONS
2.1 Accurate source position using Chandra data
We use the unique Chandra observation targeted on
XMMU J134736.6+173403 (i.e. with the source on-axis),
performed on the 29th November 2008, to evaluate the po-
sition of the X-ray source more accurately. The data were
recorded with the ACIS-S instrument, in imaging (FAINT)
mode, for a short 2 ks exposure. The ciao tool celldetect,
provides the new coordinates αJ2000 = 13h47m36.s43 and
δJ2000 = +17◦34′04.′′84 with a statistical error of 0.′′05, which
is negligible with respect to the absolute astrometric accu-
racy of ∼ 0.′′6−0.′′8 . It is now clear from Fig. 1 that the X-ray
source is associated with the Seyfert 2 galaxy, also known
as SDSS J134736.39+173404.6, and can’t be attributed to
a foreground X-ray binary as suggested by Carpano et al.
(2008).
Table 1. Consecutive observations targeted on
XMMU J134736.6+173403 performed with Swift used for
the QPO analysis (see text for more details).
obs ID Date MJD Ontime
(s)
00031104001 2008-02-06T15:01:20 54502.63 2096
00031104002 2008-02-07T10:13:57 54503.43 787
00031104003 2008-02-09T14:59:00 54505.63 1978
00031104004 2008-02-10T02:15:06 54506.09 7196
00031104005 2008-02-12T05:38:22 54508.24 3824
00031104006 2008-02-13T00:57:18 54509.04 968
00031104007 2008-02-14T01:09:30 54510.05 3282
00031104008 2008-02-15T04:52:47 54511.20 3475
00031104009 2008-02-16T01:34:26 54512.07 4776
00031104010 2008-02-17T03:22:54 54513.14 3718
00031104011 2008-02-18T03:28:34 54514.15 3668
00031104012 2008-03-02T10:46:19 54527.45 4054
00031104013 2008-03-03T09:31:42 54528.40 1241
00031104014 2008-03-04T01:31:37 54529.06 2906
00031104015 2008-03-05T14:29:35 54530.60 3831
00031104016 2008-03-06T17:56:20 54531.75 2247
00031104017 2008-03-15T14:09:22 54540.59 1138
00031104018 2008-03-17T11:05:23 54542.46 1700
00031104019 2008-03-23T09:38:34 54548.40 3192
00031104020 2008-03-29T02:07:02 54554.09 2605
00031104021 2008-04-04T00:00:57 54560.00 2615
00031104022 2008-04-18T06:19:07 54574.26 2084
00031104023 2008-04-22T12:33:43 54578.52 2971
00031104024 2008-04-25T00:16:01 54581.01 2959
00031104025 2008-04-28T01:53:23 54584.08 3676
00031104028 2008-05-07T10:52:29 54593.45 2615
00031104029 2008-05-10T01:30:29 54596.06 2868
00031104030 2008-05-13T00:16:29 54599.01 3122
00031104031 2008-05-23T14:03:40 54609.59 7998
2.2 Swift observations and QPOs search
A set of 29 Swift observations, pointing on
XMMU J134736.6+173403 and listed in Table 1, were
performed between the 6 February to the 23 May 2008
with XRT exposures varying from 800 to 8000 s. Source
and background extraction regions are centred around the
coordinates obtained from the Chandra data. The source
region is a circle with a radius of 40′′ and the background
region an annulus with inner and outer radius of 50′′ to 70′′,
respectively. For every observation, we extract the number
of source and background counts obtained in every good
time interval (GTI) defined in the file header. Net count
rates are then obtained by subtracting the background
counts to the source counts after scaling for the respective
areas and by dividing by the GTI length.
Columns 1 to 4 of Table 1 show the observation ID, the
start of the observation (date and MJD), and the exposure
time (in seconds), taken from the ONTIME keyword.
We then look for periodic signals via Lomb-Scargle pe-
riodogram analysis (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982), in the full
(0.2–10 keV) energy band and in the period range from 10
to 100 h, using the Python algorithm from the astroML li-
brary. The results of the analysis is shown in Fig. 2 were the
original light curve is shown at the top, the periodogram
in the middle and the folded light curve at the bottom. A
clear peak is visible at a period 23.82 h with an uncertainty
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of 0.07 h which corresponds to 1σ of the gaussian function
fitted around the peak. We can also see a second peak at
exactly three times the period (P=71.44±0.57 h), but with
a lower amplitude. The ratio between the two peak heights
(h24/h71) depends on the energy: while it is of 1.5 in the
full (0.2–10 keV) band, it increases to 1.8 in the soft (0.2–
1.5 keV) band and decreases to 0.8 in the hard (1.5–10 keV)
band.
We calculated confidence levels by bootstrapping the
data 10,000 times and evaluate the maximum of the corre-
sponding periodograms. Since the power spectrum is flat,
we assume white noise is dominating the data. The signal
at 23.82 h has a confidence level above 99.9%, while the sec-
ond peak is only above 90%. The bottom part of the figure
shows the folded light curve and a sine function over plotted,
with phase 0 corresponding to MJD=54502.9402746 (max-
imum of the function at phase 0.75). The amplitude of the
sine function is 0.008 counts/s and the average count rate
is 0.016 counts/s, which is well below the Swift XRT count
rate for pile-up in photon counting mode (0.6 counts/s1).
2.3 Spectral analysis of the XMM-Newton
observations
There are currently 9 XMM-Newton observations of
XMMU J134736.6+173403, the first, with ID 0144570101
and published by Carpano et al. (2008), was performed on
the 24 June 2003 with a total exposure time of 66 ks. A de-
tail of all XMM-Newton observations, where the source is in
the field-of-view, are given in Table 2. A set of shorter ex-
posures, from 10 to 15 ks, were recorded between June 2010
and January 2012. The data are reduced following standard
procedures using the XMM-Newton SAS data software ver-
sion 16.1. No background flares were present during these
observations. Single to quadruple events are used for MOS
(Turner et al. 2001) cameras, with FLAG=0, while, except
for the first observation, the source is out of the field of view
of the pn camera (Stru¨der et al. 2001) (exposures taken in
large window mode).
Spectra are modelled using the XSPEC (v12.9.1m) soft-
ware, and as for the first observation (Carpano et al. 2008),
a simple absorbed power-law model is sufficient to model the
data (phabs*power). Since the value for the NH could not be
constrained properly, it is frozen to the Galactic hydrogren
column density measured in that direction of the sky. We
consider here the sum of both atomic NH1 and molecular NH2
components as suggested by Willingale et al. (2013), which
is of NHtot=1.9×1020 cm−2 using the web interface (http:
//www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/nhtot/index.php). Table 3
shows the results of the spectral fit, giving the value of
the power-law index, the absorbed flux in the 0.3-10 keV
band, the reduced chi-square and the number of degrees of
freedom. When the spectrum of more than one camera is
available, the two or three spectra are fitted simultaneously
without the addition of a floating cross-normalisation com-
ponent.
As for observation 0144570101 from 2003, the spectra
are quite soft and are not varying significantly from one ex-
posure to another. The flux from the observations performed
1 http://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/xrt/xrtpileup.php
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Figure 2. Top: background subtracted XRT Swift light curve
of XMMU J134736.6+173403 in full (0.2–10 keV) energy band.
Middle: Lomb Scargle periodogram with white-noise confidence
levels at 90%, 99% and 99.9%, where a clear peak appears at
23.82 h and a second one at three times the period. Bottom: folded
light curve with fitted sine curve over plot.
Table 2. Summary of the XMM-Newton observations and expo-
sure ID where XMMU J134736.6+173403 is in the field-of-view.
Obs ID Date start ExpID Ontime Filter
0144570101 2003-06-24 PNS003 62584 Thick
M1S001 60323 Thick
M2S002 60320 Thick
0651140201 2010-06-19 M1S001 14588 Thick
M2S002 14600 Thick
0651140301 2010-07-23 M1S001 9588 Thick
M2S002 9577 Thick
0651140401 2010-12-19 M2S002 9577 Thick
0651140501 2011-01-22 M2S002 13190 Thick
0671150501 2011-06-19 M1S001 11592 Thick
M2S002 11591 Thick
0671150601 2011-07-15 M1S001 12400 Thick
M2S002 12400 Thick
0671150701 2011-12-24 M2S002 11000 Thick
0671150801 2012-01-20 M2S002 10600 Thick
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Table 3. Results of the spectral fits of XMMU J134736.6+173403
from all existing XMM-Newton observations, using an absorbed
power-law model (phabs*power, in XSPEC, with fixed value for
NH=1.8×1020 cm−2). The high and low-state flux during observa-
tion 0144570101 is 13.3 and 2.4×10−13 ergs s−1 cm−2, respectively
(Carpano et al. 2008)
obs ID Γ F0.3−10keV χred dof
×10−13 ( cgs)
0144570101 2.69+0.03−0.03 6.06
+0.06
−0.08 1.19 452
0651140201 2.80+0.23−0.22 2.35
+0.20
−0.15 1.08 24
0651140301 2.48+0.15−0.15 5.61
+0.25
−0.36 1.15 38
0651140401 2.58+0.25−0.24 3.87
+0.32
−0.29 1.17 17
0651140501 2.78+0.24−0.24 2.74
+0.22
−0.20 1.00 18
0671150501 2.79+0.16−0.16 4.67
+0.26
−0.17 1.07 41
0671150601 2.59+0.15−0.15 5.22
+0.31
−0.18 1.28 42
0671150701 2.55+0.17−0.17 4.99
+0.37
−0.28 0.67 25
0671150801 2.55+0.15−0.14 6.47
+0.38
−0.29 0.88 36
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Figure 3. The unabsorbed broadband spectral energy distribu-
tion of XMMU J134736.6+173403. The data sets include Swift
XRT (black points in the X-ray), UVOT (black points in the
UV), XMM-Newton EPIC-pn (purple points, scaled up by 2.03),
SDSS (blue points, scaled up by 1.27), 2MASS (orange points,
scaled up by 1.27), Spitzer IRAC (green points in the infrared,
scaled up by 1.04), WISE (magenta points in the infrared, scaled
down by 0.61). The scaling factor is to account for the aperture ef-
fect and long-term variability. The SED model is optxagnf plus
host galaxy and hot dust templates, with different components
labelled in the figure.
between June 2010 to January 2012 is varying by maximum
a factor of 3 but is never reaching the high flux of 1.33×10−12
ergs s−1 cm−2 measured at the first half of the first observa-
tion (Carpano et al. 2008).
Table 4. Best-fit parameters for the optxagnf SED model in
Fig. 3. Error bars indicate the 90% confidence ranges. NH,gal and
NH,agn are the hydrogen column density from our Milky Way and
the AGN host galaxy. rcor is the corona radius. τ and kTe are the
optical depth and electron temperature of the soft X-ray Comp-
tonisation component. fpl is the energy fraction of the hard X-ray
Comptonisation component in the total soft and hard X-ray coro-
nal emission.
Parameter Unit Value
NH,gal (1020 cm2) 1.90 (fixed)
NH,agn (1020 cm2) 0.00+0.02−0.00
BH Mass (106 M) 9.8+18.4−3.6
L/LEdd 0.047
+0.062
−0.039
rcor (rG) 9.9
+7.2
−1.2
kTe (keV) 0.26+1.33−0.12
τ 17.3+82.7−12.1
Γ 2.0 (fixed)
fpl 0.46+0.33−0.46
3 SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
In order to obtain a more global understanding of the source,
we used multi-wavelength archival data to rebuild its broad-
band SED (see e.g. Jin et al. 2016, 2017b). Since the source
underwent a sharp flux drop in the X-ray band in June 2003
(during the XMM-Newton observation 0144570101), it is
very important to have simultaneous data for optical/UV
and X-rays. Unfortunately, there was no OM data for any
of the XMM-Newton observations due to the bright star
Tau Boo¨tis in the OM field-of-view. For the 29 Swift ob-
servations, only 6 have simultaneous exposures in UVOT,
and only the observation performed on the 23 May 2008
(with obsID 00031104031) has simultaneous exposures in
at least two filters of UVOT (UVM2 and UVW2). For the
other observations, the filter was in the ”BLOCKED” po-
sition, likely due to the presence of Tau Boo¨tis, as for the
XMM-Newton OM telescope. Therefore, we chose observa-
tion 00031104031 as the basis for building the broadband
SED. Since the signal-to-noise of the XRT spectrum is low
in that observation, we also extracted the XMM-Newton
EPIC-pn spectrum for the low-state period in June 2003, in
order to have more constraints in the X-rays. In the opti-
cal band, we used the underlying continuum from the SDSS
spectrum taken on the 13 May 2007.
In the infrared band, we included 3 photometric points
from 2MASS (J, H, K band, observed on 1998-05-02), 2 pho-
tometric points from Spitzer IRAC at 3.6 and 5.8 µm (ob-
served on 2008-07-22) and 4 photometric points from WISE
(band 1-4, averaging over 17 exposures between 2010-01-07
and 2010-07-05). In the radio band, the source was detected
by the NRAO/VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, conducted between
1993-09 and 1996-10, Condon et al. 1998) with a flux of
13.0±0.6 mJy at 1.4 GHz. Then this gives a radio-loudness
of R = 38.9, making it a radio-loud source according to the
AGN radio-loudness classification (Kellermann et al. 1989).
All the datasets from infrared to X-ray were converted
to PHA files to be imported and modelled in xspec.
We followed the method of Jin et al. (2017b) to model
the broadband SED with several components. We used the
energy-conserved xspec optxagnf model to fit the AGN
emission from optical to hard X-rays (Done et al. 2012; Jin
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2018)
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et al. 2012a,b, 2013, 2016). Then we adopted a Sa-type
galaxy template (SWIRE library Polletta et al. 2007) to
model the host galaxy emission from infrared to near-UV2.
A hot dust template (Silva et al. 2004) was also adopted to
account for the infrared emission from the AGN torus. Then
two sets of extinctions were included in the model. One set is
for the extinction in the Milky Way, with NH = 1.9×1020cm−2
including both gas and molecular hydrogen column densi-
ties (Willingale et al. 2013), and E(B − V) = 1.7 × 10−22NH
(Bessell 1991). These are modelled with the xspec models
wabs and redden. The other set is for the host galaxy ex-
tinction, for which we used the zwabs and zredden models
and the same gas-to-dust relation, but allowed the NH value
to be a free parameter. Another issue is the normalisation
discrepancy between different datasets, which is mainly due
to different aperture sizes of different instruments and the
non-simultaneous observations. We adopted a constant as a
free parameter to count for these normalisation differences.
In optxagnf, we allowed the black hole mass and mass
accretion rate to be free parameters. The source co-moving
distance was found to be 184.4 Mpc for a flat universe model
(Wright 2006). Since there are no valid data points above 2
keV for that spectrum, due to the low count rate, we fixed
the photon index at 2.0 (Jin et al. 2012b; Martocchia et al.
2017). The best-fit SED is presented in Fig. 3 together with
the best-fit parameters listed in Table 4 . It is clear that
the soft X-ray emission is dominated by a soft X-ray excess
component, the far-UV emission is dominated by the accre-
tion disc, the optical and near-UV emission is mainly from
the host galaxy, and the infrared is from both host galaxy
and hot dust in the torus. This is consistent with the source
being a Seyfert 2 galaxy. The best-fit model has a black hole
mass of 9.8×106M, and an Eddington ratio of 0.047, so it is
a low mass accretion rate AGN. The soft X-ray Comptonisa-
tion component has an electron temperature of 0.26 keV and
optical depth of 17.3. Some small scaling factors are required
to adjust the normalisation for different datasets, as shown
in Fig. 3. The best-fit χ2 = 263 for 86 degrees of freedom is
relatively large, which is mainly due to the small error bars
in the infrared to UV data. This is probably due to the fact
that the templates of host galaxy and hot dust are not good
enough for this source, or because the long-term variabil-
ity is more complex than a normalisation change (e.g. the
spectral shape also varies).
Although no host galaxy extinction is required by the
model, it does not mean that the X-ray emission must be
unobscured. The absorption might be too complicated to be
modelled by the neutral absorption model (wabs). The best-
fit model provides a corona radius of 9.9 rG (where rG is the
Gravitational radius), which is much smaller than the mean
value of 60 rG found by Jin et al. (2012a) for typical BLS1s,
indicating that maybe the X-ray emission in the low-state of
observation 0144570101 is not intrinsically weak. Indeed, if
the sharp drop is due to an X-ray obscuration event caught
in the act, then the intrinsic X-ray luminosity can be a factor
2 The companion galaxy, namely SDSS J134737.10+173404.0,
visible in Fig. 1, located 10 arcsec away from the AGN and at
the same redshift of 0.045 (or separated by 9 kpc at the source
distance of 184.4 Mpc), might contribute for a small fraction of
the star-light in the optical spectrum, but this little contamina-
tion should not affect our study.
of 6.5 higher, the corona radius would be more similar to that
of a typical BLS1 (Jin et al. 2012b).
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Black Hole Mass
We have found a black hole mass of 9.8 × 106M for
XMMU J134736.6+173403 from the broadband SED fitting,
but this value is model dependent, and its systematic uncer-
tainties are difficult to estimate, mainly due to the lack of
direct observational constraints on the intrinsic disc emission
in the optical/UV band. The popular method of using the
single-epoch optical broad-line width to estimate the black
hole mass is not valid for this source either, because it is
a Seyfert 2 galaxy (i.e. no broad-line component) and its
optical emission is dominated by the star-light in the host
galaxy.
Another method is to use the scaling relation between
the hard X-ray variability and the black hole mass (Miniutti
et al. 2009; Ponti et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2016). However, there
were not enough counts in the hard X-rays above 2 keV, for
all observations, to allow a useful spectrum or light curve
analysis. Therefore, we have to use the soft X-ray band vari-
ability as an approximation for the hard X-ray variability,
which is certainly not accurate (e.g. Jin et al. 2017a). For all
the XMM-Newton observations, we extracted the 0.3-2 keV
light curves and calculated the intrinsic excess variability
(σ2rms, Edelson et al. 2002; Vaughan et al. 2003; Uttley et al.
2014). For the low-state XMM-Newton observation show-
ing the strongest source variability (ObsID: 0651140401),
we found σ2rms = 0.119±0.086. The source also appears vari-
able during the high-flux state, so we extracted the first 20
ks of ObsID 0144570101, and found σ2rms = 0.019 ± 0.006.
For the entire 60 ks of this observation including the sharp
flux drop, we found σ2rms = 0.031± 0.006. These variabilities
all correspond to a black hole mass of the order of 106M
according to the scaling relations reported by Ponti et al.
(2012). However, this scaling relation has a relatively large
intrinsic scatter. Besides, all the other observations have no
detectable significant intrinsic variability (partly due to the
low source count rate). So we conclude that the X-ray vari-
ability can only provide a lower limit for the black hole mass
of this source, and it can support any black hole mass above
106M.
4.2 Mass-spin relation
Double peak QPOs have been observed for several micro-
quasars like GRO1655–40, XTE 1550–564, H 1743–322, GRS
1915+105 but also for Sgr A? (see Abramowicz et al. 2004;
To¨ro¨k et al. 2005; To¨ro¨k 2005; Bambi 2017, and refer-
ences therein). Their upper νU and lower νL frequencies are
found in a 3:2 ratio suggesting the presence of resonance of
epicyclic frequencies in the accretion disk. More explicitly,
the equatorial circular orbits of a test particle are charac-
terized by the orbital frequency (or Keplerian frequency) νφ
(or νK), which is the inverse of the orbital period, the ra-
dial epicyclic frequency νr , which is the frequency of radial
oscillations around the mean orbit and the vertical epicyclic
MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2018)
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Figure 4. Mass-spin dependence for the direct and simple com-
binational resonances matching the observed 3:1 frequency ratio,
for να = νθ (top) and να = νK (bottom).
frequency νθ , which is the frequency of vertical oscillations
around the mean orbit (Bambi 2017).
For Kerr black holes, the formulae are (see e.g. To¨ro¨k
et al. 2005):
νK =
1
2pi
(
GM
r 3
G
)1/2 (
x3/2 + a
)−1
=
1
2pi
(
c3
GM
) (
x3/2 + a
)−1
,
(1)
ν2r = ν
2
K
(
1 − 6 x−1 + 8 a x−3/2 − 3 a2 x−2
)
, (2)
ν2θ = ν
2
K
(
1 − 4 a x−3/2 + 3a2 x−2
)
, (3)
where G is the gravitational constant, c the speed of light,
x = r/rG is the dimensionless radius expressed in terms of
the gravitational radius, rG = (GM/c2), of the black hole,
and a = Jc/GM2 is the dimensionless spin.
To explain the 3:2 ratio between the two observed fre-
quencies, resonance models have been used. For parametric
resonances, where νrνθ =
2
n (n=1, 2, 3,..), with the condition
that νθ>νr , the resonances are naturally explained by asso-
ciating νU with νθ and νL with νr . For the forced resonances,
the 3:2 ratio are explained by associating νU with νθ and νL
with νθ−νr = 23 νθ (for the 3:1 epicyclic frequency resonance)
or by associating νU with νθ + νr =
3
2 νθ and νL with νθ (for
the 2:1 epicyclic frequency resonance).
Table 5. Direct and simple combinational (beat) resonances
matching the observed 3:1 frequency ratio. Last column gives the
corresponding mass for a Schwarzschild black hole.
Type νU νL n νβ =m να Ma=0
n : m x1e7 M
D1-2 να νβ 3 : 1 15.8
CS.2. να να − νβ 3 : 2 7.8
CS.3. να + νβ νβ 2 : 1 18.3
CS.4. να − νβ νβ 4 : 1 12.8
CS.5. νβ να − νβ 4 : 3 4.1
CS.6. να + νβ να − νβ 2 : 1 18.3
Zhang et al. (2017) recently claimed the discovery of
a twin frequency for the Seyfert 1 galaxy Mrk 766, in the
ratio 3:2, although both QPOs were not observed simulta-
neously. For XMMU J134736.6+173403 the second QPO pe-
riod is at 71.44±0.57 h which makes the ratio between the
two observed frequencies exactly 3. The 3:1 ratio for the
observed frequencies is more rare in the literature. Stuch-
l´ık et al. (2013) proposed multi-resonance models for QPOs
that explain any ratio between the observed frequencies by
performing several possible combinations of the epicyclic fre-
quencies.
In this paper, we investigate only direct resonances and
simple combinational resonances summarized in Table 5,
matching the observed 3:1 frequency ratio (i.e. νU = 3νL).
We also consider here the pair (α, β), being only equal to (θ,
r) and (K, r), assuming να > νβ . Note that CS.1. would lead
to να < νβ and is therefore not considered. The last column
gives the corresponding mass for a Schwarzschild black hole
(a = 0), for which νθ = νK.
Fig. 4 shows the mass-spin dependence for the direct
and simple combinational (beat) resonances, following the
definition of Table 5 with να = νθ (top) and να = νK (bot-
tom).
The 4:3 resonance between the epicyclic frequencies pro-
vide the lower mass for the black hole. It is marginally com-
patible with the black hole mass derived from the SED, as-
suming the spin is close to −1 (retrograde spin).
5 CONCLUSIONS
XMMU J134736.6+173403 is now confirmed to be spatially
coincident with a Seyfert 2 galaxy for which we have dis-
covered twin peak QPOs. These periodic oscillations have
been reported for only few AGNs in the last years, although
they were predicted in 2005. This is mainly because peri-
ods are expected to be much longer than for galactic black
holes and most of them can’t be observed within a single
observation from any X-ray observatory. Twin peak QPOs
are even more rare and are most of the time found in a 3:2
ratio while both frequencies of XMMU J134736.6+173403
are in a 3:1 ratio. Thanks to the theory of resonances from
epicyclic frequencies we managed to provide mass-spin re-
lations, which means that a precise value of the black hole
mass will constrain the value of its spin. We provide some
hint of its mass via the modelling of its spectral energy dis-
tribution, although the uncertainty on the mass is still quite
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large due to a lack of data in several energy/wavelength
bands.
XMMU J134736.6+173403 has been reported into the
literature by Carpano et al. (2008) because of the discov-
ery of a flux drop of a factor of 6.5 within one hour in its
first XMM-Newton observation. No such rapid and persis-
tent flux drop or enhancement has been noticed in any sub-
sequent XMM-Newton observation. It is still possible this is
linked to a peculiar event like for example the merger of two
neutrons stars producing a rapidly spinning magnetar and
then collapsing into a black hole.
More X-ray observations are necessary to understand
the source properties better and to confirm the presence or
absence of any further sharp flux drop or enhancement.
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